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Abstract: The field of speech synthesis or Text-To-Speech has rapidly expanded during last few years
due to the wide range of applications that require human-machine interaction. Arabic language, the
fourth most spoken language on the globe, has received the attention of the researchers in
development of an intelligible and close to natural Text-To-Speech system. Most of the available
Arabic Text-To-Speech systems have drawbacks such as discontinuity, limited vocabulary and poor
naturalness. A rule-based Arabic Text-To-Speech system using hybrid synthesis is presented in this
paper. Sinusoidal model and concatenation using phonemes as the unit of speech were used to
implement the hybrid synthesis system. A set of rules was constructed to achieve letter-to-sound
mapping and an exception lexicon to cover the words that does not follow a certain pronunciation
rule. Using rule-based synthesis makes the system vocabulary independent. A special phonemes
inventory was constructed to be used for the Arabic Text-To-Speech. Applying the accurate stress
pattern for Arabic words was successfully achieved which contributed to the overall quality of the
resultant speech. The evaluation results exhibit high level of intelligibility with acceptable naturalness
with an overall rate of categorical estimation test 3.458 out of 5.
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INTRODUCTION

Speech is considered the primary means of communication and interaction between people. The dream of
machine-human communication or producing a talking machine started during the 18th century with the use
of mechanical systems and continued until current time with the use of computer (Schroeder, 1993). Producing
a machine-speech is called speech synthesis. Today, the most common interfaces for human-machine interaction
are still keyboards, keypads, and mice. However, an increasing necessity to interface with machines in mobile
environments is leading to speech becoming a required means to interface with machines and automated
information services. For this reason the automatic generation of speech from text, referred to as text-to-speech
(TTS) synthesis, which has been extensively researched and improved upon over the last two decades, has been
gaining signi cant interest in commercial applications over the last few years (Shukla, 2007). Recent progress
in speech synthesis has produced synthesizers with high intelligibility for some major languages like English,
but the sound quality and naturalness remain a major problem. However, speech synthesis for Arabic language
is still in its early steps. This fact makes speech synthesis an important field for investigation and improvement
for the major languages including Arabic, the forth most spoken language on the globe (Ethnologue, 2009).

Speech synthesis or text-to-speech (TTS) procedure consists of two main phases. The first one is text
analysis, where the input text is transcribed into a phonetic or some other linguistic representation, and the
second one is the generation of speech waveforms, where the acoustic output is produced from phonetic and
prosodic information. These two phases are usually called as high- and low-level synthesis. A simplified
version of the procedure is shown in Figure 1. 

Speech Synthesis Techniques:
The main techniques used in speech synthesis design are Articulator synthesis, Formant synthesis, and

Concatenative synthesis. Articulatory synthesis attempts to model the human speech production system directly.
Formant synthesis, which models the pole frequencies of speech signal or transfer function of vocal tract based
on source-filter-model. Concatenative synthesis, which uses different length pre-recorded samples derived from
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natural speech. In theory, the most accurate method is articulatory synthesis which models the human speech
production system directly, but it is also the most difficult approach, because it synthesizes speech by
controlling the speech articulators and determines the characteristics of the vocal tract  lter by means of a
description of the vocal tract geometry and places the potential sound sources within this geometry (Assaf,
2005). Therefore, the available TTS systems mostly use either concatenative or formant synthesis technique.
Each technique has its own points of strength and weakness and suits a specific language while doesn’t for
others. An interesting approach is to use a hybrid system where the formant and concatenative methods have
been applied in parallel to phonemes where they are the most suitable (Fries, 1994). In general, combining the
best parts of the basic methods is a good idea, but in practice, controlling of synthesizer may become difficult
(Lemmetty, 1999). Since the quality of synthetic speech is improving steadily, the application field is also
expanding rapidly. Synthetic speech may be used to read e-mail and mobile messages, in multimedia
applications, or in any kind of human-machine interaction. In-vehicle environment also benefits from TTS
technology since reading text on a display is dangerous while driving. Other hands-busy, eyes-busy applications
such as industrial applications or mobile network environment also are ideal for TTS technology. TTS is
essential in assistive applications for blind or illiterate users and can be used as a substitute voice for users
who are able to type or otherwise create text but are not able to speak. It can be used also in many
educational tasks like spelling and pronunciation teaching aid for Arabic language.

Fig. 1: Simple text-to-speech synthesis procedure

Methodology:
The first step to be considered before designing a TTS system is the study of the phonological system of

that particular language which in this case Arabic. An in depth study was performed for consonants, vowels,
semi vowels, and diphthongs.  

Consonants:
There are 28 consonants in Arabic language (Noriddeen, 1992). Consonants are classified according to;

place of articulation, degree of aperture, or mode of articulation. 

Special Attributes for Arabic Consonants:
Velarization is the state of aggrandizing the pronunciation of the Arabic sound until the mouth is full with

the sound’s echo. It occurs when the tongue back join the soft palate inclosing the air between them. Velarized
sounds are: ( /s / ص , /d / ض , /t / ط , /ð / ظ, /x/ خ , /γ/ غ , /q/ ق ). Velarized sounds are considered as
accentuated or aggrandized in the same time because they are generated from the upper part of the mouth. The
rest of Arabic consonants are opened, unlike velarized sounds, during their pronunciation the tongue goes down
allowing the air to flow between it and the palate (Abdullah, 2004). Table I lists all Arabic consonants with
their articulation features and International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) equivalent (International Phonetic
Association, 2005).

Table 1: Arabic Consonants and Their Phonemic Transcription
Articulation
-----------------------------------------------

Sounds Place Manner Voicing IPA Other
ء Glottal Explosiv Voiceles § -
ب Bilabial Explosiv Voiced b -
ت Alveolar Explosiv Voiceles t -
ث Dental Fricative Voiceles θ -
ج Palatal Explosiv Voiced d¥, g -
ح Pharyngeal Fricative Voiceles £ -
خ Velar Fricative Voiceles X Velarized
د Alveola Explos Voiced d -
ذ Dental Fricat Voiced ð -
ر Retrofl Middle Voiced r Liquid
ز Alveola Fricat Voiced z -
س Alveola Fricat Voicel s -
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Table 1: Continue
ش Palatal Fricat Voicel š, I -
ص Alveola Fricat Voicel s Velariz
ض Alveola Fricat Voiced d Velariz
ط Alveola Explos Voicel t Velariz
ظ Dental Fricat Voiced ð , z Velariz
ع Pharyng Fricat Voiced ¨ -
غ Velar Fricat Voiced γ Velariz
ف Labiode Fricat Voicel f -
ق Uvular Explos Voicel q Velariz
ك Velar Explos Voicel k -
Sounds Place Manner Voicin IPA Other
ل Retrof Middle Voiced l Liquid

Retrof Middle Voiced l Aggrandi
م Bilabi Middle Voiced m Nasal
ن Retrof Middle Voiced n Nasal
ه Glotta Fricat Voicel h -

Vowels:
Arabic has six vowels, three short and three long and two semi vowels. In fact, Arabic vowels and semi

vowels are affected by the preceding consonants during articulation process. Aggrandized or accentuated
consonants cause its following vowel to be accentuated, due to this phenomenon we proposed a new Arabic
vowels set. Deep investigation shows that for vowels ( َ, ا ) and semi vowels (َـيَ ,و ) two version of each
should be built, first is normal and the second is accentuated. For the rest of vowels, the effect of the
accentuated consonants is too small that can be neglected. Table II explains briefly the two Arabic semi vowels
with examples showing the letters producing each semi vowel.

Table 2: Arabic semi vowels.
Semi vowels IPA Beginning Middle End

----------------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------
Arabic English Arabic English Arabic English

و /w/ Face appointment Pride

ي /j/ To find Bilbo A live

Diphthongs:
A diphthong or literally translated as vowel glide can be defined as two adjacent different vowels that

occur within the same syllable. Diphthong differs to vowel sequences as the latter implies two or more adjacent
vowels belonging to two different syllables. Arabic language does not have a syllable starting with a vowel,
neither double vowel, so, Arabic diphthongs are a result of a vowel followed by a semi vowel. 

Table 3: Arabic diphthongs in different positions.
Orthography IPA Example

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Front Meaning Central Meaning

ْوَ [oυ] - - Wining

accentuated C +ْوَ [o’υ] Light

ْيَ [ei] - - House

accentuated C +ْيَ [e’i] Good

ْوا [oυ] Papers They went away

ْيا [ei] Ripened I saw

Despite the fact that IPA does not contain diphthong [o’υ] and [e’i], they are similar to [oυ] and [ei] with
slight difference in pronunciation caused by preceded accentuated consonants as explained in Table III.  

Arabic Syllables Types:
Arabic syllabic structures are limited in number and easily detectable. Every syllable in Arabic begins with

a consonant followed by a vowel which is called the nucleus of the syllable. Short vowels are denoted by (V)
and long vowels are denoted by (VV). These features facilitate the process of syllabification (Mustafa Zeki
and Othman Khalifa, 2010). Arabic syllables can be classified either according to the length of the syllable
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or according to the end of the syllable.  Short syllable occur only in CV form, because it is ending with a
vowel so it is open. Medium syllable can be in the form of open CVV, or closed CVC. Long syllable has
three closed forms CVVC, CVCC, and CVVCC. Arabic words contains at least one syllable, most contain two
or more syllables. Table III shows the types of Arabic syllables. The longest word is combined  of  five 
syllables, some of the Arabic words  are  spelled  together  forming new long words with 6 syllables like  
           “you have asked me for it”, or 7 syllables like           “do we obligate you with it?” 

Table 4: Arabic syllable types.
Syllable Type IPA Arabic example English meaning
CV /bi/ in, at

CVV /ma:/ What

CVC /min/ From

CVCC /£arb/ War

CVVC /na:r/ Fire

CVVCC /sa:rr/ Delightful

From the examples given in Table IV, we can hypothesize that all syllables in Standard Arabic have the
following general form:

                      (1)x yS CV C

where S = syllable form, 
1, 2 0,1, 2

4

x and y

x y

 
 

In this equation, C is the onset of each syllable in Arabic, Vx indicates short or long vowel which is the
nucleus of an Arabic syllable and Cy indicates y number of consonants in syllable coda. 

Proposed Arabic words syllabification:
Syllabification process, which is a crucial part of any Text-To-Speech system and stress decision, for

Arabic words we propose the following steps to perform syllabification as follow:
1. From the fact that every Arabic word begins with CV or CVV, the first consonant-short vowel or

consonant-long vowel are marked as the first syllable.
2. If the following are two cascaded consonants or a consonant with ( ّ ) Tashdeed, then the first syllable

will be CVC, CVCC, or CVVCC instead.
3. Otherwise, the following is a single consonant so it is again CV or CVV, so repeat 1 to 3 until the end

of the word.       

The Letter-To-Sound (LTS) Rules:
To investigate the related phonetical rules in a systematic way, we used the following generative

phonology as described by Chomsky and Halle, (1968), and (A.-m and Al-ghamdi, 2002) which is based on
rewrite rules. It is written in the following form:

                     (2)) (p a f b

which implies that segment a is written as segment b if immediately preceded by p string and followed by
f string, where p and f can either be a single orthographic character, strings of characters, syllable, null or
punctuation marks. Considering all possibilities, we have restructured the morphophonemic module to be in
the following format to best suit our proposed TTS system. It has been made to systematically modify, alter
or revise the rules if necessary or if there is any mistake or inaccuracy in output so that it can be detected
easily. As mentioned in (Dutoit., 1999; Ahmed, 2008) rules of pronunciation can be listed as below:  

Changing Phonological Features:
Vowel accentuation: if a vowel or diphthong is preceded by one of the accentuation letters (/s / ص , /d

it is replaced by its accentuated version, where each vowel and ,( ق /q/ , غ /γ/ , خ /x/ ,ظ / ð/ , ط / t/ , ض /
diphthong in Arabic has both normal and accentuated pronunciation.  
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Vowel Deletion Rules:
(a) If an ( ا ) is in the end of a verb preceded by a (و) then it is not pronounced. 
(b) is pronounced normally if at the beginning of word and followed by a lunar letter, Arabic lunar (ا ل)

letters are: (ا ,ب ,ج ,ح ,خ ,ع ,غ ,ف ,ق ,ك ,م ,ه ،و ي,). For the rest of the letters i.e. solar letters, (ل) is
deleted and the following letter is doubled ( tashdeed).

Stress shift:
Arabic words that are not found in the exception dictionary with their stress flag will follow a special

pattern for syllable lexical stress. It is designed to apply stress according to a set of rules. Syllable has three
lexical stress levels: primary (1), secondary (2), and weak or no stress (3), as reported in (Ani, 1970), rules
that determine the stress are:
(a) When a word is made up of a string of the CV type syllables, the first syllable receives the primary stress

and the remaining syllables receive no stresses, e.g.(3)َب(3)ـَت(1)ـَك CV(1)CV(3)CV(3) “he wrote”.
(b) When a word contains only one long syllable, the long syllable receives the primary stress and the rest

of the syllables go unmarked, receiving no stresses. The final long syllable never receives a primary stress. 
         CVV(1)CVC(3) “writer”.

(c) For polysyllabic word, a stress is placed on the first long syllable counting from the penultimate.
The nearest long syllable to the beginning of the word receives the secondary stress. 

                                 CVC(3)CV(2)CV(3)CVV(1)CV(3)CVC(3) “their savings”. Figure 2 explains how 
the proposed process of  applying stress to the words is being performed by Arabic TTS.

Fig. 2: Proposed stress pattern selection scheme for Arabic words.

System Description:
The overall proposed system is shown in Figure 3. It is divided into three main steps:

Preprocessing Stage:
The text could be a set of words, numbers, special characters, or a combination of them. Each character

of the Arabic text is changed by the system into its equivalent Unicode. Punctuation marks are also identified
as they play important role in the Text-To-Speech process because they determine the stops and pauses during
the pronunciation changing the stress and intonation of the words.

Natural Language Processing Stage:
This stage starts with determining the stress pattern for the input text. After assigning the proper stress

flag to the word, the system searches for the pronunciation in the exception dictionary, if the pronunciation
found, it is directly loaded to DSP stage.
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Exception Lexicon:
The exception lexicon or dictionary contains any Arabic word or phrase that requires special pronunciation

attributes and the phonemic representation of the words that do not follow certain rules. The system searches
the exception lexicon for a match to the pre-processed input text, the match does not necessarily contains the
pronunciation, it might contains a flag or flags indicating stress, pause, or other types of flags. Arabic
exception lexicon contains the names of Arabic alphabet characters including letters and numbers. For the
words that are flagged without pronunciation specified, the system would remember the flags acquired from
exception lexicon before the pronunciation match search is continued to the LTS rules.

Letter-To-Sound Rules:
The LTS rules applied the generative phonology as described by (Chomsky and Halle, 1968) and (A.-m

and Al-ghamdi, 2002). The system will search for the best matching pattern to determine the phonemic
representation for a segment or a letter. The process of mapping each grapheme to its phonemic representation
is repeated in the same way until all the letters of the word have been processed, and so for each word. Before
moving to the final stage where the speech is produced, one more checking operation is performed during NLP
stage, which is to check weather a word contains a suffix or prefix. If so, the system would remove the suffix
or prefix and repeat the process searching the exception lexicon and the Letter-To-Sound rules again for the
best match. It is important to realize that some Arabic prefixes affect the pronunciation of the original word
(change its vowelization) producing a new pronunciation. In such case, no need to check the lexicon and rules
again after removing the prefix.       
   
Digital Signal Processing Stage:

After getting the exact phonemic representation for the input text along with special flags like stress flags,
speech is generated via multiple sine wave and prerecorded phonemes implementing the intended hybrid Arabic
TTS system.

Fig. 3: Overall proposed Arabic TTS system.
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Prototype of the Proposed System:
The prototype of the proposed Arabic TTS system is shown in figure 4. This figure exhibits briefly a

successful grapheme-to-phoneme mapping and stress pattern determination performed by the system. The
process of choosing the grapheme representation of the Arabic sentence                    , using exception
dictionary and Letter-To-Sound rules (LTS), is shown clearly in Figure 4. The phoneme (A:) is enclosed with
a circle to emphasize that it is given a primary stress by the system as the drawn line points to the status bar,
where the stress and its amplitude is mentioned, and the phoneme itself.

Fig. 4: Screenshot of the Arabic TTS system prototype.

The ‘Show Rules’ button shown in Figure 4 is clicked to produce the pronunciation rules or the input
Arabic text, while the ‘Translate’ produce only the overall phonemic representation of the input test altogether
with the stress flags. Clicking ‘Speak’ button produces the output Arabic speech and the prosody diagram with
the stress, amplitude, length, and pitch of each single phoneme. It is important to mention that Figure 4 is a
snapshot of the prototype, which is under Linux Ubuntu environment, for the purpose of analysis testing and
performance evaluation. However, the proposed Arabic TTS system code can be simply adapted to work under
many operating systems like windows mobile, windows, and Mach with the desired and suitable GUI for the
intended field of application. For instance, if the system is intended for the visually impaired, then the system
GUI should be with merely main options and no need to show the prosody diagram.

As shown in Figure 5, the system can be used to simply produce the speech of the input text without
overwhelming the user by details about the rules used to produce that speech. Using another input text as an
example,                     Figure 6, the 5th line number 76 exhibits the accentuation phenomenon in the word 
      when the letter (ظ) replaced the normal phonemic representation of (ا), which is (a2:), by (A:). In
addition, the 10th line number 112 exhibits the rule of solar letters by not pronouncing (ل) in the word      
as it is followed by (ن).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The evaluation of the proposed Arabic TTS system was performed in both subjective and objective
approach. Based on the study presented in both Lemmetty, (1999) and Assaf, (2005) for choosing the suitable
technique for TTS evaluation test, a subjective test was specially designed for the proposed Arabic TTS
conducted with the calibration of sixteen native Arabic participants. It covers intelligibility, naturalness, and
overall system quality evaluation where the test is applied for phoneme, word, and sentence level. To ensure
the validity of the results, tests were conducted carefully and systematically, in a comparable approach as stated
in the American National Standards Institute’s (ANSI) approved procedure (ANSI S3.2-1989 (R1999) American
National Standard Method for Measuring the Intelligibility of Speech Over Communication Systems) (Zakiah
Hanim Ahmad, Othman Khalifa, 2008).
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Fig. 5: Screenshot of the Arabic TTS system prototype.

Fig. 6: Rules Snapshot from Arabic TTS system.

Intelligibility Test:
The essential methods used in the assessment test for the system intelligibility are the Rhyme Tests, the

Diagnostic Rhyme test (DRT) and the Modi ed Rhyme test (MRT). These methods were applied on the word,
sentence, and number perception levels. A questionnaire was specially prepared to perform the listening test,
it is divided into six sections. section 1 is intended for participants’ information. Section 2 contains twenty one
groups of words with different levels of confusability. Each group is either pair of words or three words. The
participants heard one word at a time and marked on the answering sheet which one of the words they think
is correct. The third section contains seven pairs of sentences, also with different levels of confusability. The
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listeners repeated the procedure and exactly the same task is given to them. That is to mark which of the two
sentences they think was pronounced by the system. The results of both the second and the third sections of
the questionnaire were summarized by calculating the average error rate of the answer sheets. Usually, only
total error rate percentage is given, but also single consonants and how they are confused with each other can
be investigated. Section 4 of the questionnaire is to listen to ten different sentences with different number of
words and to write them down on a sheet, while section 5 covers Arabic numbers testing. Finally,
implementing Categorical Estimation (CE) evaluation, participants are asked in section 6 to evaluate number
of attributes by giving a grade from 5 to 1 as explained in Table V.

Word Perception Test Result:
A set of 21 groups of words with different levels of confusability were chosen.  The words of each group

differ in the first, middle, or last consonant and mostly have the same number of syllables. Using the designed
system, one word was played at a time and the listeners were asked to mark on the answering sheet the word
that they think they have heard. The average of word perception rate is 98.8%. There are three misperception
cases where the listener identified the wrong word, these are the 5th, 16th, and 18th group, confusion between
letters pairs (ب ,د), (س ,ث), and (و ,ب) causes the resultant inaccuracy giving a 87.5% rate for they mentioned
above groups. 

Sentence Perception Test:
Sentence evaluation test is conducted on two stages, covered by section 3 and 4 of the questionnaire. Five

sentences used in section 3 are questions, while the other nine are declarative sentences. Again a participant
hears one sentence at a time and marks what he or she thinks is the correct sentence. Test materials in these
two sections were played twice and the result of the first and second listening were both recorded. All the
sentences were successfully percepted except one, which is due to discrimination problem between (ط) and
.However, after the second listening, the sentence was percepted correctly .(ض)

The second stage of sentence evaluation test is conducted in section 4, where a set of ten Arabic sentences
differ in subject, length (number of words), and complexity are played twice with the designed system.
Listeners are asked to write down the sentence they hear exactly, in order to make that possible, only one
sentence were chosen above six words length. In this part of assessment, the “correct” and “incorrect” approach
is not applicable, so a third division of answer should be added which is “partially correct”, partially correct
is for the sentence with only one wrong or missed word. The result of the listening test show that 60% of the
sentences were recognized correctly, 30% recognized partially correct, while 10% were misrecognized. The
main causes behind misperception 40% of the sentences are:
1. Length of the sentence: sentences with more than 4 words are more likely not to be recognized. 
2. Relative length of short and long vowels, which can be clearly noticed in the word        which was

percepted as        by 6 participants. 
3. Lack in naturalness in some phonemes.

Numbers Perception Test:
Arabic numbering system test is covered by section 5, four sentences with numbers as dates or addresses

were specially prepared for this test. Although all the numbers were accurately percepted by listeners, there
is still one main language related problem regarding numbering system pronunciation, Arabic numbers
pronunciation is context dependent and subjected to the syntactical rules. For example:

Both examples show two different utterance when the number occurs in different context. This problem
still needs more elaboration despite the effort made during the development of exception dictionary to
overcome Arabic numbers pronunciation. 

Categorical Estimation (CE) evaluation:
The last section in the questionnaire is Categorical Estimation (CE) evaluation test, participants were

encouraged to answer as honest as possible by giving a 5 to 1 rate for each attribute as explained in Table
V. The participants would judge the quality of the system depending on the impression acquired throughout
testing sections. The overall rate for all participants for all attributes is obtained to be 3.458. CE method was
employed due to its comprehensiveness and strict evaluation system, thus it is a good method for detecting
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strength and weakness points. As clearly seen in Figure 9, naturalness attribute received the least rate by most
participants, this is due to high expectations for those who have no previous experience with Arabic TTS
systems.

Table 4: The attributes used in Categorical Estimation (CE) evaluation.
Symbol Attribute Ratings (5 to 1)
P Pronunciation not annoying ... very
D Distinctness very clear ... very
N Naturalness very natural ... very
S Stress not annoying ... very
I Intelligibility very easy ... very hard
L Pleasantness very pleasant ... very

Fig. 7: Result of Categorical Estimation (CE) test.

Comparative Test:
To compare the overall system quality with other available Arabic TTS systems, Demo version of KATTS,

software developed by Computer Research Institute in King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology
(KACST) (http://ceri.kacst.edu.sa/English/ArabicTTS.html, 2008), was evaluated the two systems using number
of metrics.

Categorical Estimation:
An evaluation was applied to KATTS with the same set of sentences used in section 4 of the

questionnaire. The participants were asked to only reapply section 6 employing CE test for the second time.
The overall system quality for KATTS is found to be 3.125, though the naturalness attribute received higher
rate due to the use of concatenation synthesis, Pronunciation and pleasantness received low rates, which is a
result of the obvious discontinuity in the synthesised speech.

System Specifications:
The two systems were subjected to a set of performance metrics and showed the following result as in

Table VI.

Table 5: Performance Metrics.
Performance Metric Proposed Arabic TTS KATTS
Size (M byte) 3.65 Mb 10.8 Mb
Source code Open source Close source
Compatibility Set of rules, i.e. Stand alone software,

According to the metrics above, the proposed system has smaller size, it is a set of rules that can be
applied to other speech engines and can be simply modified to work under more than one operating system
(environment). It is, unlike KATTS, an open source system that allows the enhancement and modification.  

Objective Evaluation Test:
Although the performance of a TTS system is best to be told by listener questionnaires, due to the fact

that eventually, perception of the listeners as the end users is what matters most, performing an objective
assessment is important to check how much the produced speech is closed to the natural speech. Visual
perceptual test represent is one of the objective methods assessing the quality of the synthesized speech. Figure 
8 shows the visual perceptual test for the phrase                   . A plot of the spectrum density varying with
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time for synthesized and naturally generated sentences is shown in Figure 8, where the above waveform is the
natural recorded speech while the below wave form is the synthesized speech. Although there was some noise
in the recorded wav file, it is still obvious that the unvoiced consonants like (/s/ ح /£/ ,س, /h/ ـه) distributed
in a similar way and received similar amplitude. In general, the pattern of the two waveforms looks rather
similar and that proves good result achieved in hybrid synthesis. Power spectrum magnitude graphs for the
synthesized speech and the naturally generated speech show clear difference in high frequencies. The natural
recorded speech power magnitude drops sharply when the frequency is above 10 kHz, while for the synthesized
speech power magnitude is higher at these frequencies. This is due to the pitch distribution used for the
synthesized speech. The frequency used in Figure 9 and 10 is the normalized frequency.

Fig. 8: The visual perceptual test for the sentence:

Fig. 9: Power spectrum magnitude for natural 

Discussion:
An Arabic TTS system was designed based on hybrid synthesis technology where both formant and

concatenative techniques were used. Formant synthesis was mainly generating voices via sinusoidal method,
i.e., generating each voice by combining multiple sine waves, while concatenative synthesis was based on
prerecorded speech units where phonemes are the basic concatenation units.

The natural language processing module was specially designed to be implemented with our Arabic TTS.
A comprehensive set of pronunciation rules (LTS) was built based on morphologic and syntactic Arabic
language rules with some modification to best fit the designed system. Furthermore, an exception dictionary
composed of pronunciation of some words or phrases that doesn’t lie under specific pronunciation rule, also
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special flags for stress, pause, and other attributes are listed in this dictionary altogether with the intended
words. The LTS rules and exception dictionary partially solved the problem of unvowelized Arabic text by
more reliable approach than the others used in the available Arabic TTS systems. For improving the quality
of the output speech, an Arabic stress pattern was built as a part of the NLP module. The fact that Arabic
language has number of special voices leads to create a new phoneme database containing the language vowels,
consonants, and diphthongs. The system was tested in Linux Ubuntu platform applying a subjective testing
criterion. It has acceptably achieved its goal by producing an intelligible TTS for Arabic language, which is
also small in size, cross platforms where it can be easily modified to work in different environment. The
designed system invites researchers who are interested in the field of Arabic speech synthesis to take part in
enhancing its performance, where as the system is totally free for distribution and further modification or
enhancement.                      

Fig. 10: Power spectrum magnitude for synthesized 

Suggestions for Future Works:
Speech synthesis for Arabic language should be a continuous project aiming on more natural and

intelligible output speech. Since this Arabic TTS system is the first of its type known to be using phoneme
based hybrid synthesis as well as the first to use eSpeak as the speech engine, there is room for future
improvement and quality enhancement, aimed at improving the quality of machined produced Arabic speech.
There were still a lot of work in the following areas, classified into NLP and DSP module for a clear
assessment.

NLP Module:
There are some important features need to be improved to enhance the quality of the produced Arabic

speech, on the top of the list is vowelization (Tashkeel) issue. The next step might be adding an automatic
vowelization stage to the developed NLP module in order to overcome this limitation. Another important
addition is syntactical analysis and new flags in the exception dictionary for feminine-masculine words
identification in order to accurately pronounce the Arabic numbers when they occur in digit from within the
text.  In general, a major enhancement is necessary for Number processing. The phenomenon of pronunciation
dependency between adjacent Arabic words needs to be considered. The constructed pronunciation rules are
limited to the word itself while the dependency was only handled by the exception dictionary for the common
phrases. This limitation is due to the eSpeak engine itself. It is more applicable for Arabic to expand the
relation: 

) (p a f b

So that (p) can be a preceded word for (a) that affects its utterance in order to achieve high level of
naturalness.

DSP Module:
The use of prerecorded phonemes beside the sinusoidal generated resulted in a noticeable enhancement

in the speech quality in the designed Arabic system. The use of multiple unit size concatenation such as
phoneme-diphone with the formant synthesis could highly improve the quality of the speech especially
naturalness attribute.
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